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THE BG NEWS
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Thursday, February 26,1987

Panel reports on Iran arms sale findings
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Tower commission
will report that the United States sold arms to Iran
to win the release of American hostages, despite
contrary statements by President Reagan, but the
panel could not determine how profits from the
deal were diverted to Nicaraguan rebels, a source
said yesterday.
Concluding a three-month investigation, the
three-member board headed by former Sen. John
Tower, R-Texas, will deliver its findings to the
president at 10 a.m. EST today and discuss its
report at a news conference an hour later.
On the eve of the report's release, White House
spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said Reagan had
sent the board a letter last Friday, as it was
completing its work, because "he simply felt there
were other recollections and clarifications he
wanted to provide the board."
In two meetings with the board, Reagan made
conflicting statements about when he authorized
the first shipment of U.S. weapons to Iran, accord
ing to published reports. Current and former

Gorbachev:
reform hurt
by U.S.
MOSCOW (AP)-Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev said
yesterday the toughest stage in
his drive for domestic reform
lies ahead and accused the West
of going on the offensive to block
the changes.
In a wide-ranging speech to
the Congress of Soviet Trade
Unions, the Soviet leader also
cautioned his country's workers
that tangible benefits of the new
Kremlin policies would be
awhile in coming.
"Many want a speedy social
and material return," Gorbachev told the Kremlin gathering
of delegates representing 188
Soviet labor organizations with
140 million members.

didn't accept the notion of it being the driving
force. That does not appear in fact to be what
drove the program."
Neither of the sources would comment except on
condition they not be named.
Reagan has insisted that a trade was not in
volvea "Let me say it was not my intent to do
business with (Iran revolutionary leader Ayatollah Ruhollah) Khomeini to trade weapons for
hostages, nor to undercut our policy of anti-terrorism," the president said in a radio address Dec. 6.
Underscoring that argument, Fitzwater said,
"The primary purpose was to try to make contacts with certain elements in Iran that would be
favorable or friendly to the United States in a post-

White House aides have disputed each other on
when Reagan approved the transaction.
An administration source said Reagan's letter
offered yet a third version - that he simply had no
recollection of when he approved the shipment
and that he may have allowed himself to be
influenced by the recollection of others.
MEANWHILE, A SOURCE at the Tower commission said the panel concluded that an arms-f orhostages swap was at the center of U.S. contacts
with Iran.
While the idea of trying to establish ties with a
strategically important nation "may have been in
the president's thoughts," the source said, "we
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THE TOWER board, which interviewed nearly
60 witnesses -including arms dealers Adnan Khashoggi and Manucher Ghorbanifar - was not able
to determine how profits from the arms sales were
diverted to contra rebels in Nicaragua, according
to the source.
"Our evidence (of the tunneling of arms sales
proceeds to the contras) is primarily circumstantial," the source said, adding that the investigation of that point was frustrated by the refusalof
former White House aides John Poindexter and
U. Col. Oliver North to testify.
While predicting that the Tower board report
will be tough, Fitzwater said, "The president has
acted entirely appropriately throughout the whole
thing.... The question is whether he did anything
wrong. I say no."

Groups request
fund increases
ACGFA to consider budgets
by Julie Wallace
staff reporter
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"Let us be frank, comrades:
We can achieve better quality
for our entire life in only one
way - through effective and
highly productive work."
He added: "Yes, indeed, the
reorganization is affecting our
short-term interests. But it
meets the vital long-term interests of our working people."
Gorbachev said the West, led
by the United States, opposed
the reforms. "Imperialism and
reactionary forces are doing
their utmost to hinder, come
what may, our onward development and compel us to remain
on the tracks of military confrontation," he said.
THE SOVIET leader noted
that a year ago to the day the
Communist Party convened its
27th congress to endorse the
leadership's campaign for economic efficiency and more openness in society.

Khomeini government ... not arms for hostages."

"The President has acted appropriately throughout the whole
thing . . . the question is whether he did anything wrong."
—White House Spokesman Marlin Fitzwater

BG News/Rob Upton

Freddie and Freida Falcon

Dave Shilling, senior preoptometry major, and Rhonda Richmond, senior hearing impaired/elementar
education major, smile to the crowd after their identities were revealed at last night's basketball game
The hockey mascots, who were unmasked at Saturday's home game, are Dave Kuhar. senior visua 1
communications technology major, and Janice Lutz, junior elementary and special education major.

Student organizations are requesting a large increase in
funding from the University
budget for 1987-88 activities.
Bob Arrowsmith, vice president for Student Affairs and
adviser to the Advisory Committee for General Fees Allocation
(ACGFA), said the total amount
of funds requested for the 1987-88
budget exceeds the current academic year's allocations by
$146,999.
In the 1986-87 budget, the
amount of funds distributed to
the student organizations was
$314,750. This year, the total
amount requested by the organizations in their budget summaries is $461,749.
Arrowsmith said the amount
requested by the organizations
is unreachable within the University budget, but a smaller
increase is possible.
"Our allocation is not known
at this time, but the amount
we'll have to distribute to the
organizations should be known
soon," he said. "Although it
could be increased or decreased,
a 3 percent to 6 percent increase
isn't too much to expect," he
said.
Arrowsmith said that organizations requesting money must
provide a report of their current
expenses and their expected expenses for the upcoming year to
the Student Affairs office.
"EACH ORGANIZATION
must submit a detailed budget
that tells where all its money
was spent for the current year,

and where it plans to spend it
next year. All programs must be
explained and broken down for
the budget committee to see,"
he said.
ACGFA comprises 17 members. Members are chosen
based on a task force study done
five years ago which suggested
the present make up of the committee.
Membership of ACGFA includes: four undergraduate students and one graduate student
who are elected at large, the
president of the Graduate Student Senate or an appointed
representative, a faculty member who is appointed by the
Faculty Senate, the president of
the Undergraduate Student Government or a representative, an
administrative staff member
and one representative from
each of eight chosen student
organizations.
After the budget summaries
are submitted and duplicated
for each member of the committee, a budget hearing is held.
At the hearing, the organizations make a presentation before the committee to describe
the goals and accomplishments
of the organization, as well as
explain its usefulness to the University population, he said.
The decisions about who gets
how much are based on the
organization's record of
achievement, its availability to
the student body, and the length
of time the organization has
existed. New organizations are
given special consideration on
the last piece of criteria, Arrowsmith said.

Water contamination concerns local officials
Toledo may receive funds for cleanup
by Kate Foster
staff reporter
The city of Toledo may reap some of the
financial benefits of the Clean Water Act to
correct municipal sewage problems, while the
rivers of northwest Ohio, which face the most
severe herbicide contamination nationwide, may
be put on the Environmental Protection Agency's
back burner, environmental experts say.
The Clean Water Act, passed Feb. 4, will allocate $18 billion to attack problems in waste water
and sewage treatment facilities nationwide.
The City of Toledo has applied for federal
money to correct the combined sewage overflow
(CSO) problem in the Toledo area. CSO occurs
when extremely heavy rain causes the combined

Thursday
D University students say they think commericals for condoms should be shown on
television: See story, page 5.
D The Supreme Court narrowly upholds
affirmative action as a device to correct
past racial discrimination: See story, page 7.
D Sophomore basketball sensation Jackie
Motycka continued her assault on the Bowling
Green record book last night against Western
Michigan: See story, page 10.

storm and sanitary sewers to overflow, forcing the
excess raw household sewage to drain directly
into the Maumee River.
Don Romes, Toledo commissioner of Water
Reclamation, said the sewage poses no major
health risks. He said a high enough dilution factor
exists between the Maumee River and Lake Erie
to eliminate potential health risks posed by the
bacteria in the raw sewage.
The main concern, Romes said, is the presence
of raw sewage floating on top of the river, especially in bird s-eye view of the thousands of people
who flock to Portside on the summer weekends.
Romes put an $11 million price tag on correcting
the CSO problem downtown, half of which, if
O See Water Act, page 6.

Wells examined for possible link to leukemia
by Greg Connel
staff reporter
State and County health department officials are working
together to see if a common
thread binds the seven recent
leukemia deaths of Wood County
boys.
Larry Sorrells, director of environmental health for Wood
County, said state health department statistics from 1979 to 1986
show that the seven deaths of
boys under the age of IS, in

addition to the eight new cases
of leukemia diagnosed last year,
give Wood County a leukemia
rate for boys under IS three
times higher than the state average.
The county has begun to
search for the cause of the problem by taking water samples
from three Lake Township
wells, Sorrells said.
"We have no conclusions yet,
but we took samples from a well
that was used by Lake School
until about a year ago, from a

well that is used by a home close
to the Lake Township Dump and
from a well that is used by a
home close to the old Assmass
Dump," he said.
Sorrells said leakage of waste
Eroducts from the dumps could
e a cause of the cancer, which
affects the bone marrow, limitine the production of red blood
"We have already walked
through one of the dumps," he
said. ^'Before the EPA stepped
Q See Leukemia, page 6.

News in brief
Thompson scholarship fund
hnnstpH hv S?fl 000 nift
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University students working their way through
school with part-time jobs can take advantage of
more than $20,000 in scholarship money donated
by a Michigan couple, both of whom are University alumni.
Robert and Ellen Thompson created a fund of
about $1,000 five years ago to benefit students
who hold on- or oH-campus jobs. This vear, they
are increasing the fund, enabling the University

to increase

"*number ** scno^rahips awarded

Hostages may be with Syrians

Mv

" husband and I both worked while we were
at B^ung Green and we were grateful for the
extra income the jobs provided, Ellen Thompson said. "We felt a scholarship was our way of
saying thanks to Bowling Green and a way to
encourage working students."
The scholarship is awarded annually to one or
two rising seniors who are full-time students who
can demonstrate financial need and are employed part-time.
- by Michael Asplan

NEW YORK (API - Three Americans and an
Indian who were kidnapped in Lebanon last
month are now in the custody of Syrian army
intelligence officials in Beirut, NBC News reported yesterday.
Citing Middle Eastern and Western intelligence sources, the network said Americans
Robert Polhill, Jesse Turner and Alann Steen
and Mithileshwar Singh, an Indian with resident
alien status in the United States, were turned
over to a Syrian intelligence officer.

Editorial
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The family is getting 'dinky'

Lack of recall
a poor excuse

by Mary Menuez

...TTlverybody who can remember what they
Hi were doing on August 8, 1985, raise your
hands."
No one can remember? Think back. Maybe you
were playing a game of volleyball, or having an
outdoor barbecue. Or perhaps authorizing a shipment by Israel of U.S. arms to Iran.
President Reagan's recent confusion about that
fateful day and his attempts at redeeming himself
by pleading amnesia can only be described as
preposterous.
In addition, his analogy that reporters, when
asked, also could not remember what they did on
that day does not hold any water.
It is doubtful that any of the reporters were doing
anything of the magnitude and scope of the arms
deal authorization, and if they were, it is hoped that
the action would not slip their minds.
Therefore, Reagan is either suffering from a
severe case of senility or lying about his recollections of the authorization.
What's worse, Reagan does not seem to be taking
the issue seriously. After making the glib analogy,
he chuckled as if he should not possibly be asked to
recall such trivial details in his presidency.
On several occasions, Reagan nas said he wishes
to get everything out in the open about the arms
deal so that the case could be cleared up and the
American public would be enlightened about a very
serious issue.
But Reagan's unfounded analogy serves to undermine his expressed desires for honesty about
the case.
Also, his ambiguity about his role in the arms
deal has complicated things for commission members trying to sort out all the conflicting accounts,
and may result in the truth never being told about
the Iran-contra controversy.
In the best interests of the public and all concerned, President Reagan should begin to take a
more serious attitude about the issue and refrain
from making ridiculous statements that will only
cloud the arms sales issue even more.

DINK. It stands for Double
Income, No Kids. According to
the Cleveland Plain Dealer, it's
the latest acronym and is used to
describe couples who choose to
have no children. The word originated among accountants who
used the word to describe a
specific tax group.
According to Elizabeth Kastor
of the Washington Post, DINKs
are an "emerging market" and
a possibly "powerful voting constituency." Obviously, in 1987,
barren is chic.
This is no real big suprise.
Anyone out there who is still
breathing is probably aware of
the fact that more women are
chosing to pursue a career, instead of jumping right into
motherhood. My geography professor told us last week that the
longer a women waits to have
children the less children she
will have. Obviously, today's
career women are giving birth
to fewer babies.
In one way, this trend of fewer
or no children, shows the success of the women's liberation
movement. Not only can women
chose to work, they can also
choose whether or not they want
to have children. The emergence of a term like DINK shows
now socially acceptable it is to
not go forth and multiply.
Overpopulation has been a
concern for many years. My
Biology 104 instructor explained
during one of his lectures the
potential danger of a population
explosion. He suggested limiting
our output to one or two children
per couple. Responsible reproduction is one key to stopping
world hunger and over population. The less we eat the more
we can share. Another reason
for having fewer children.

Red Cross blood collectors
specialize in guilt feelings
by David Myers
The Red Cross was on campus
a few weeks ago to collect blood.
My girlfriend decided to donate
and asked me if I would go with
her to give her moral support. I
figured that it wouldn't be too
painful to give a little moral
support so I said yes.
Normally I wouldn't go close
to the Grand Ballroom during
blood drive week. There's something about having a needle
stuck in my arm for more than
10 seconds that makes me nervous.
I'm always afraid they'll forget about me and come back an
our later and find me all dried
up. I don't want to look like a
raisin.
In fact, up until last week I
was never sure how the Red
Cross managed to get so many
people to give blood. 1 figured
that most people are at least as
afraid of giving blood as I am or
have another good excuse for
keeping their own plasma
Last week I discovered how
the Red Cross &d it. GUILT! A
lot of guilt! T uiink that so u
the members working for the
Red Cross are trained in making
us non-doners fee: exceptional^
guilty. Some of them probably
majored in it in college.
There is one important thing
about guilt, too. It works.
I knew I was in trouble as soon
as we walked in the door at the
blood drive. Two people were
sitting at a large table with a

sheet of names in front of them.
They told my girlfriend to sign
her name and then they turned
tome.
"Are you here to donate
blood?" one of the men behind
the table asked me.
"No, no, no," I laughed.
"Why not? Are you some sort
of chicken or something?" the
man said.
"No, I don't think so," I said
meekly and followed my girlfriend to the next station. I could
hear the man making silly
chicken noises as I left.
A little while later we were
sitting at another station waiting
for one of the nurses to ask my
girlfriend seme questions about
her medical history and stuff
Uke that.
I had pretty much forgotten
about the man at the first station
when another potential blood
doner sat down beside me.
"Hi! "she said happily.
"Hello." i replied.
"Aren't yog donating?" she
. sked, noticing that I didn't
have any of the forms necessary
io donate.
"No," 1 said cautiously,"I'm
here with my girlfriend. She's
donating."
"Why aren't you giving? Are
you a bleeder? she asked.
"Isn't everybody?" I said seriously.
She laughed, "No, I mean are
you a hemophiliac?"
"Oh," I said, embarrassed.
"No, I'm not."
A look of shock crossed her
face."Then why iren't you giv-
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If I follow the norm for today's
college educated women, I will
emerge from college and start
my career. I will probably wait
years to have children, if I have
any at all. Considering this, I
can't help but compare my role
as a women in the eighties to
that of my grandmother.
Marion Wengerd was born on
a farm in the same county where
she has lived her whole fife. She
married my grandfather, R.T.
Menuez, in 1927. My grandfather
worked in construction and
spent a lot of his early life away
from home. While he worked,
my grandmother raised 11 children, six boys and five girls.
These children are all grown
up now. Among them, they have
produced 42 grandchildren. I
tried to count up the greatgrandchildren but it got too contusing. It's safe to say that my
grandmother has around 30
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I grew up reading and will probably pass on to my own children
She is a woman of sincere religious convictions, and a longtime member of the Lutheran
Church.
In my grandmother's youth,
large fjnulies were something
to be pr. id of and couples who
were childless were pitied. I
realize that in today's society
large families are impractical,
perhaps even irresponsible. But
I can still appreciate the sense of
generativity my grandmother
must feel when she looks out on
all her children and, in turn,
their children. What a personal
advantage she has over people
who chose to have no children.
Maybe the DINKS are just
that: dinks.
Menuez, a sophomore special
education major from Millersburg, is a columnist for The
News.
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Letters
Information needed

English instructor
should want to teach
I want to publicly thank Gloria
Good and Rich Prochaska for
their letter in the Feb. 13 BG
News about an instructor in the
English Department who has
tacitly declared himself
"above" teaching.

The next stop was the tables
where they lie you down and
actually take your blood. A little
old lady was keeping track of all
the people at each table. I was
heading over to where my girlfriend was lying down, when the
lady stopped me.
"Excuse me, but we don't let
non-doners back here. I'm
afraid you'll have to sit over
there with the rest of the people
who are too afraid to give blood.
Go sit in the section marked
'chicken.'"
Things went fairly well after
that. The lady finally decided,
with a little coaxing from the
other nurses, that I could stand
by my girlfriend as long as I
didn't cause too much trouble.
After they had gotten all the
blood they wanted they let me
walk my girlfriend to the table
where they have doners sit until
their bodies have recuperated.
At the table there are all kinds
of foods to eat. I was sitting
there eating an egg salad sandwich when one of the workers
ripped it out of my hands.
''What are you doing?" the
man yelled at me. "This food is
for doners only. We have food
for people like you over there in
the corner."
I looked to where the man was
pointing. There was a large bag
of seeds and above it a sign that
read "CHICKEN FEED."

David Thoreen left no doubt as
to his feelings toward teaching
in the feature article about him
which appeared on the front
page of this newspaper.
As a writer, Thoreen says, he
is forced to teach as a means of
survival. He doesn't want to
teach. He doesn't enjoy it. Yet
he wants us to believe that he
has no choice.

Myers is a sophomore Journalism mapr from Bellevue.
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ing? Are you a human being?"
?
'Yes."
"No you're not," she responded and started laughing.
"You're a chicken!" Then she
walked off flapping her arms
and making silly chicken noises.

That's what my slightly exaggerated day at the Red Cross
Bloodmobile was like. I went
home feeling very guilty because I now realized that my
reason for giving blood was not
very good. There are people who
need my blood and 1 shouldn't
not give it up just because of a
slightly exessive amount of fear.
In fact, I was feeling so guilty
about the whole thing that I
called the local Red Cross to find
out when the bloodmobile will be
back at BGSU.
I figured that if I call now I
can reserve a pretty good seat
the next time it comes around.
The lady who answered told me
that the next blood drive would
be from April 13-16.
Unfortunately, I just checked
my calendar and found out that I
have to trim my fingernails that
week. I'm feeling guilty already.

great-grandchildren.
The last time I was at my
grandparents' house, I walked
around looking at all the family
portraits and the school pictures. The sheer enormity of the
family is amazing.
I see my grandmother as tne
vertex of an angle with her descendents spreading out wider
and wider in front of her. What
an incredible feeling it must be
to know that her decision to be a
mother has affected so many
people.
You might wonder what sort
of woman would could successfully raise 11 children, with the
older children growing up during the Depression. Above all
else, my grandmother posseses
dignity, a trait I have found in
very few other people. She is
well-read. Many of tne books on
her shelves are ones that my
father has at home - books that

There are, of course, innumerable options open to Mr. Thoreen. Pumping gas, as Good and
Prochaska suggested, is but one.
Thoreen should leave his position here and choose from the
long list of alternatives now,
before he labors too long at a job
he loathes and, more importantly, before he accomplishes
the opposite of what he s paid
for, and succeeds in closing students' minds to the materials
presented in his class.
A student can learn very little
from an instructor who doesn't
want to teach.
Henry Marchand
creative writing major
403 S. Grove St.

Last semester the BG News
reported that the BGSU Foundation has $750,000 invested in
companies in South Africa.
Amongst the follow-up articles
and the construction of a shanty
in the Union Oval, there has
been little opportunity for students to understand the ramifications of divestment on South
Africa and the University.
One spark of hope was the illtitled USG Forum on Divestment. The forum turned out to
be at best, a confirmation of the
evils of apartheid, and at worst,
a shouting match between University professors and angry
spectators. These spectators
were determined to fight for
democracy in South Africa, yet
when in a forum of debate here
in the United States, they displayed attitudes that were intolerant of the free exchange of
ideas. It seems hypocritical to
verbally fight for democratic
principles elsewhere yet not support these same principles in
practice. Both speakers deserved to be heard with respect,
no matter where one stood on
the issue of divestment.
Amidst all this confusion, no
one spoke about divestment in
any depth. What does it mean to
South Africa and the University? Although the moral question of apartheid is worthy of
consideration, we feel discussion of the social, political
and economic implications of
divestment need to be addressed

as well.
We feel that many students
would be interested in learning
about divestment and its implications. A forum or debate on
the subject of divestment (not a
pro- or anti-apartheid discussion) should be presented so
that the general student body
can develop an informed opinion
on the subject.
We do not believe that students at the University are so
apathetic that they do not care
about what happens to the foundation money. We do believe,
however, that they deserve the
opportunity to be educated and
informed on the topic of divestment. If this occurs, then perhaps the students could dispel
their apathetic reputation and
take responsibility in shaping
the policies of their university.
Jennifer Boles
305 Kappa Delta
Michelle Young
120HE. Reed

Respond
77ie BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor and guest
columns should be typewritten,
double-spaced and signed.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions we consider
to be in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
All submissions are subject to
condensation.
Send submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West HaU

by David Harris
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University center
aids philosophers
Service to print new encyclopedia
by Maria Kromer
staff reporter

The Philosophy Documentation Center is more than just a
University press service. Its
mere existence makes it and the
University unique.
Unknown to most University
students, the PDC, located in
Kreischer Quadrangle, is the
only such center in the United
States, and is the largest of its
kind in the world, according to
the director, Richard Lineback.
The purpose of the center is to
provide needed information
services to philosophers, Lineback said.
As a University press, it specializes in philosophy references
and regularly produces a number of information documents.
These include the yearly publication, "The Philosopher s Index," directories of
philosophers, five journals and a
number of philosopher bibliographies, he said.
The center, which has been at
the University for 20 years under Lineback, is currently working on its largest protect ever,
which, when completed, will add
to the center's uniqueness, Lineback said.
The PDC will produce a new
comprehensive, 12-volume encyclopedia of philosophy, according to Lineback. It will replace
the present volume that is 20
years old and written from a
philosophical perspective that
all philosophers do not share,
Lineback said.

>lews/Mlke McCune
Becky McCamey, senior fashion merchandising major, and Georgie Giimet. cashier, serve students at the Commons.

Coupon book prices to rise
were made in the fall, she said.
Food Operations supports itself and does
not make a profit, Schimpf said.
She said some of the sources of income
come from coupon and cash sales, conferences and workshops, facility rentals and
income interest.
The income interest, which helps with
expenses, decreased $350,000 this year,
Schimpf said. To meet the costs, the food
prices increased last semester, she added.
But she said another way to meet the
costs is to sell more coupon books through
Food Operations.

by Jared O. Wadley
staff reporter

University students can expect a $20
increase in the price of coupon books next
fall, but there are no plans to increase
Erices in food next year, according to Jane
chimpf, Food Operations director.
Schimpf said the Food Operations budget was down approximately $fiO0.i>00 this
year from the previous year.
She said the number of contracts and
coupon books sold this fall was less than
the previous fall semester, so the budget
had to be revised.
Adjustments for the budget are made
during the summer, but this year changes

SHE SAID she encourages students who
buy the four coupon books plan to buy
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Although Food Operations has had to cut
back, none of the workers was laid off and
no one was hired this semester, she said.
Schimpf said as sales decrease, labor
has to be adjusted. Students working at
Food Operations couldn't receive the additional hours they requested. Although
some of their hours were cut back, she said
students could work as substitutes.

I
I
I
I

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL
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SPECIAL
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shampoo

25 on
short
hair

(regular $10)

Coupon must be presented ( flfif )
352-2566

THE NEW set of encyclopedias would replace the outdated
set, offer a broader and more
objective perspective and provide an information source unlike any other in the world, he
said.

Yelk)W Hou

* behind TacoBell
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I
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Last year the list of topics and
people to be included in the
encyclopedia was compiled,
lineback said. This year, an
undergraduate is contacting the
experts on each subject and
attempting to pursuade them to
write the articles to be included,
he said.
Lineback hopes the project
will be completed in five years
and with a minimum budget of
$1 million.
"There is still a need for grant
monies to underwrite the expenses for the first few years,
and donations are always accepted," Lineback said. "The
only two things we need to pull
this off are money and a good
staff to write the articles, he
said.
The decision to start the project was made simply because
of the need for a new philosophy
ical encyclopedia, Lineback
said.
Two marketing research studies were done in 1965 and 1966,
prior to the project being
started, he said. Both surveys
revealed that a majority of philosophers and librarians would
welcome and purchase a new
philosophical encyclopedia, and
agree that the need exists for a
new set of volumes.
"The impact of the encyclopedias would basically be to facilitate research of faculty
members as well as students.
They would bring together the
best information available from
the best philosophers nationwide," Lineback said.

FREE DELIVERY
CARRY-OUT or EAT IN 1
WITH THIS COUPON I

I

J HAIR REPAIR

I

m

more coupon books. Schimpf said four
books meets only 40 percent to 50 percent
of a student's needs.
To help students with some of the costs,
Food Operations has a dollar deal.
Schimpf said students like this deal, which
consists of a cup of soup and a sandwich.

The encyclopedia, which will
cover about 3,000 topics and
people related to the field of
philosophy, is still in its very
early stages of development,
Lineback said.
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Buy A pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
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RUN THROUGH
THE RERUNS

8pm-12am
in the Union

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 28
CON'S NEST:

American Bandstand
with Sheepish Grin

GRAND BALLROOM: G»"gans island

-Casino Games

m.

FACULTY LOUNGE: Treasure Hunt
Trivia for Prizes
Question
PROMENADE LOUNGE: '64,000
More Trivia for prizes
ALUMNI LOUNGE: Gunsmoke's Long Branch Saloon
Mexican Food & Mocktails
COMMUNITY SUITE:

OHIO SUITE:

Bid on these Items:
Pizzas From: Dinner From: Autographed:
I irtlc Caesars
Dominos
Pagliais

Sundance
Rudy's Hot Dog
I'onderosa
Polynesian
Village

A Free tune-up from Homer Marathon
2 Championship Mugs from 8BX

Baseball
Basketball
Hockey Pucks
Team Photos

MOVIE
PASSES

ppy Davs Arnolds
Hot Dogs & Ice Cream

s a r T ek
l K Maze
'
The

TAFT ROOM:
AUCTION AT MIDNIGHT:

Ha

1 Dream of Jeanie
Palm Reading & Psychics

lGift Certificates:
Campus Bookstore, Revco, B.G. Book Store,
Churchill's, Myle's Flowers, Smith's Hallmark,
Powder Puff, Wizard Graphics, Pauper's Used
Paperbacks, Hair Unlimited

Tickets to University Theatre Productions
Tickets to the Chuck Mangione Concert
Tickets to University Music Dept. Productions
' Rec Center Fitness Assessment
1986-87 KEY
1987-88 KEY
Spring Break Towels, Mugs, Beach Bails
Frisbees

Pro Team:

— Banners
— Posters
— Media
Guides
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Students voice support for airing condom ads
by Cathy Hoehn

staff reporter
Although the major networks have
refused to air commercials advertising
condoms, many students at the University believe that such commercials
should be run.
Some University students surveyed
believe that condoms should be advertised on television only as a means of
disease prevention. They think that
advertising the product will escalate
public awareness and education.
"(Advertising) it will make more
people aware of its availability. People
won't be as inhibited to buy it if it's
advertised on TV," said LeeAnn Stenson, junior child development major.
Dave Finegan, senior chemistry major, said television must be used to
educate people about sexually transmitted diseases.
"AIDS is prevalent in our society.
The public has to be informed about it;
word-of-mouth is not enough. TV is a

large broadcasting media that will
reach everyone," he said.
Ken Faye, junior biology education
major, agreed.
"I think if an epidemic possibility (of
AIDS) is there, I think it's a good idea
to look at the catastrophic point, meaning people have to look at what's more
important: people dying or protecting
children from nearing about it," he
said.
OTHERS SAO) the condom should be
advertised as a means of birth control,
as well.
"Promiscuity is promoted in soaps
... networks try to encourage sex - it's
about time they turned around and
promoted responsible sex," said Nicky
Conners, junior elementary education
and learning disabilities major.
Sam Gernardstein, master's candidate in public administration, said. "It
(condom ads) should be presented both
ways, as long as they're educational."
Sue Sinister, senior business major,
said the ads would help people know

"it's all right to go out and buy them.
Sex in general is not considered as bad
as it used to be."
Some believed the ads should deal
with the disease issue first, but should
eventually promote condoms as a birth
control product.
"I don't think a lot of people would
accept that on national TV right now,
but I think it would be an effective
means of helping to control teen-age
pregnancies. In that aspect, I see a
definite need for future advertising,"
Stenson said.
Many students said they would not
personally be offended by a condom
advertisement, and the possibility of
offending viewers is a chance advertisers should take.
"I'M NO more offended than when I
see feminine hygiene products being
advertised," said Frank Hegedus, junior construction management major.
Stacey Matthews, junior public relations major, said it is inevitable that
the ads would offend some people.

"There's always somebody who's
going to be offended by such a sensitive
issue; it can't be helped," she said.
Greg Atkins, senior interpersonal
and public communications major, believes it is OK to run condom ads if they
are tastefully done.
"They should not be able to romanticize their product in order to appeal,
like saying 'Use these, they'll make you
feel better,' " he said.
Gernardstein believes the networks
are hypocritical in refusing to advertise condoms.
"They're hiding behind a moral
smokescreen. They won't put those ads
on the air when they have all that other
sex stuff on TV," he said.
Some students said the ads should be
restricted to a certain time of day,
while others believe such advertisements should run at any time.
"KIDS ARE a lot more intelligent
today. Also, sex is such a hush-hush
subject. If you try and hide it, kids are

going to want to try it," said Kelly
Biddle, junior political science major.
Shuster said, "The American public
doesn't want to believe that young
people engage in sex, but it's the opposite. They re ignorant of teen-age sex."
Others said the ads should be shown
only during prime time or late at night.
Ron Ulery, sophomore mathematics
major, said ideal hours to run the ads
are noon to 3 p.m, when soap operas
are showing, and after 9 p.m.
"Any other time, young kids are
watching TV," he said.
Some students, although not totally
against the condom advertising, saw
some problems with it,
"Until more is learned about the
disease (AIDS) . . . it's only cutting off
one of the pathways of the disease,"
Atkins said.
Finegan added, "They (condom producers) are going to jump on AIDS to
sell their product. But if they can use
their message and inform the public
about AIDS, then it's OK."

D.C. bike trip planned
Cyclists to raise funds for MIA group during break
by Laura Hardy
reporter
Most people would drive or fly the 500 miles it
takes to get to Washington, D.C, but several
members of two University groups are planning to
get there by a different mode.
The Falcon Wheelers Bicycle Club and the
Arnold Air Society ROTC will spend their spring
break bicycling the entire way from the University to the nation's capital.
The purpose of the venture is to raise $10,000
which will be used to help the National League of
Families. The non-political, tax-exempt group
consists of close relatives of soldiers who are
missing in action. It lobbies in Washington for the
return and proper identification of MI As.
Funding tor the event has come from a variety
of sources on the local, state and national levels.
These sources include individual donations, proceeds from a ticket raffle that the Falcon Wheelers and the Air Society have organized, and
contributions by local and national companies.
Although neither organization has ever undertaken any event as major as the bicycle trip, those
people involved remain excited and enthusiastic
about this first-time endeavor.

Photo/Sue Schulz

Reaching out
Arms outstretched. Dinesh Bafna. senior marketing major, can't quite reach the Frisbee as Shoja
Nabavi. sophomore political science major, makes the catch in front of Moseley Hall.

Because Jesus still changes lives...

TRAINING FOR the trip began months ago on
an almost daily basis.

Preparation has included endurance cycling,
swimming, weight training and a general physical
fitness routine.
"It's been an incredible time commitment
which has made it difficult at times to juggle
school and activities, but so far I've had a lot of
fun and have learned a great deal," said James
Karlovec, junior interpersonal and public communications major and co-organizer of the Washington trip.
Robert Scoficld, junior math major and coorganizer of the trip, agreed.
"We have really gained much experience in
dealing with people and practicing communication skills. We also have two organizations working together and that requires much cooperation
and participation."
Those people making the journey will leave
from the University early in the morning on
March 21. The group expects to cover about 100
miles a day although this average will probably
drop toward the end of the ride due to rugged
roads.
The group will be carrying a wreath which will
be placed on the Vietnam Memorial in Washington, D.C. during a ceremony to be held there when
they arrive.
Both Scot ield and Karlovec plan to start work on
a similar trip for next year as soon as this one is
completed.
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Fellowship of
Christian Students
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THURSDAY 7:00 p.m.. Alumni Room, Student Union
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THE INSTITUTE FOR PARALEGAL TRAINING

Demand for
our graduates
exceeds supply
2tol.
What more can we say?
. except that college grads come from as far as Hawaii
and Alaska to take the Institute for Paralegal Training's
acclaimed 4-month program.
Wc train them in any of 7 specialized fields, including
Administrative and Public Law and International Trade
Law And our placement service helps them get a |ob in
the city ot their choice - a service backed by a unique
tuition refund plan
Right now our students are in demand by banks, corporations, government agencies and law firms nationwide. Four months after you graduate college, you could
be. too Call 1-800-222-IPLT. In PA . call (215) 567-4811
We'll be on campus March 3
Contact your placement office to arrange for an interview or
group presentation.
GSL loans. Merit
Scholarships, and
Housing available

THE INSTITUTE
FDRRM^LECAL
TRAINING

Mail this coupon
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Institute for Pai.il
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1926 Arch Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
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Leukemia
C Continued from page 1.
in, there were over 30 dumps in
the county and they were just
that - dumps. They were by no
means the modern landfill sites
we have now."
ANOTHER possible source of
the disease could come from
agricultural run-off, Sorrells
said.
"There have been some concerns expressed about the effects of agricultural run-off,"
Sorrells said. "But all we have
been able to do about that so far
is request a listing from the
state department of agriculture
of the most commonly used pesticides in the state."
According to Sorrells, no link
has ever been found between the

patients, so they are sending out
release forms to the patients'
families. Once those are received we will contact the individuals to get a detailed history
of them."

"There have been some concerns
expressed about the effects of
agricultural run-off."
—Larry Sorrels, Wood County director of
environmental health
nitrate run-off experienced in
Bowling Green each spring, and
leukemia, but he said the problem may stretch beyond the
boundaries of Lake Township.
The state health department
statistics were compiled for the
county as a whole, and until
more detailed information can
be obtained about the eight current victims, the county cannot

get a clear picture of what the
victims have in common. Getting this information could take
until the end of this summer
Sorrells said.
"We are working with St. Vincent Medical Center in Toledo to
obtain information about the
known cases, but it's a slow
process," he said. "The hospital
has to protect the privacy of the

The next step, Sorrells said,
will be to collect and compare
the histories of the boys, to find
any common factors that link
the victims, such as a grouping
of victims in a specific area of
the county.
One common trait already
noted is the age and sex grouping of the afflicted children.
Sorrells said state statistics list
all other groups in the county as
normal.
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BAKER SAID he doubts the EPA will
allocate a significant amount of federal
money towanfextensive correction of herbicide contamination in northwest Ohio.
"It's all a matter of priorities, and who
can argue with priorities even though we
have the highest pesticide count in our
rivers in the country?" Baker said.
Bob Manson, adrninistrator for the Ohio
EPA for the northwest Ohio region, said he
expects certain federal funding for agricultural education. In other words, while the
money will not be directed toward correcting the present problem, measures will be
taken to inform farmers of potential preventive measures against herbicide run-off
from their land into the area's water ways.

Same Value

Chef Boyardee Complete

AQUA NET

DURING CERTAIN periods of the year,
Baker found that Bowling Green's tap water
contains herbicide concentrations similar to
those of the Maumee River before the water
is treated.
Baker and his team of researchers continue to examine potential long-term health
effects of chronic exposure to herbicides.
Some herbicides have already been found to
cause health problems. For example, in
1986, the EPA banned the herbicide Dinoseb
after determining that it posed a serious risk
of birth defects as well as a potential cause
of sterility.
In the past, the Ohio EPA, along with the
federal government, has funded a geological
survey directed toward monitoring northwest Ohio's rivers and streams. According
to Baker, the Ohio EPA has not requested
funds this year for such monitoring and, as a
result, he said he is skeptical of Ohio EPA's

"The Ohio EPA has a certain responsibility for monitoring streams in the environment," he said. 'For them to back off is
extremely short sighted."
Ed Armstrong, assistant planning chief to
the division of planning at the Ohio EPA in
Columbus, said his commission is still in the
planning stages of deciding where to allocate funds pending decisions of the federal
EPA.

/2 Price

Sele Ends 3*5*87

PIZZA SAUCE, CRUST MX. GRATED CHEESE

PROBLEMS in northwest Ohio's waterways are not limited to raw sewage overflow. Herbicide contamination in the rivers
of northwest Ohio poses an additional water
quality problem to residents of the area.
Although the costs involved in deterring
the herbicide problem in the rivers would be
less than correcting CSO, extensive funding
from the Clean Water Act is not expected to
be used for the herbicide problem, according to David Baker, professor of environmental science and director of Heidelberg
College's Water Quality Lab.
Baker said the EPA should recognize the
need and issue funding for herbicide curtailment in northwest Ohio's waterways.
"The money that would go into one sewage project in one community would go a
tremendous distance in reducing some of
the agricultural problems in northwest
Ohio," Baker said.
In 1983 Baker conducted an in-depth study
of the Maumee River, which supplies water
to Bowling Green's 30,000 residents and the
Sandusky River, Tiffin's and Fremont's

priorities.

1

Greeting Cards
All Occasions

Buy one get the 2nd for

water source.
His studies revealed that northwest Ohio's
rivers contain the nation's highest amount
of herbicides as a result of agricultural runoff. Run-off occurs as wind or rain carries
herbicide-laden soil from crops directly into
waterways.

D Continued from page 1.
if approved, would be funded by federal
grants from the Clean Water Act.

12oz 33'/. more
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A WILD COMEDY by LARRY SHUE
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Racial quotas upheld
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court, in
a victory for affirmative action and a defeat for
the Reagan administration, yesterday upheld
racial quotas to hasten the promotions of blacks.
By a 5-4 vote, the justices said a court-ordered
plan requiring promotion of equal numbers of
black and white Alabama state police troopers is
constitutional.
The plan does not amount to reverse discrimination against whites whose promotions may be
delayed,1 the court said, because it is a "narrowly
tailored ' device to correct past discrimination.
The affirmative action decision marks the first
time the high court directly has upheld racial
quotas for promotions. The justices previously
upheld hiring quotas but have struck down racial
preferences that protect from layoffs blacks with
less seniority than whites.
Yesterday's ruling was hailed by civil rights
groups that said it is another blow against the

administration's assault on racial preferences in
the American workplace.
"ONCE AGAIN the Supreme Court has rejected
the Justice Department," said Gyde Murphy of
the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. "We hope they
(administration officials) decide it's appropriate
now to support the law rather than resist what is
the clear message of the Supreme Court."
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, meeting with President Reagan at the White House on black education and other matters, said, "Now that the court
has spoken, I hope that the law will be enforced
vigorously."
Assistant Attorney General William Bradford
Reynolds, head of the Justice Department's civil
rights division, minimized the significance of the
"Our position has been never to use racial
preferences. The court has said hardly ever and
has carved out narrow exceptions," he said.

Hearings held on AIDS bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - Hospitals
could not release the bodies of
AIDS victims without first notifying funeral directors that the
deceased had the disease under
a bill on which a House panel
opened hearings yesterday.
"This bill was introduced as a
protective measure," Rep.
Marie Tansey, R-Vermilion,
said after presenting her proposal to the Health and Retirement
Committee.
"I'm sure that the experts in
the mortician field or the hospital field, health professionals,
can confirm or deny whether
there is a threat. But I can

understand the feeling of a mortician who is suddenly faced
with this and it was not reported
on the death certificate," she
said.
Tansey was questioned in the
committee about whether there
was any evidence to show the
body of an AIDS victim posed a
threat to funeral home employees. She did not give any examples of AIDS being transmitted
to morticians from AIDS victims.
Rep. Joseph Secrest, D-Senecaville, voiced concern about
implying there was a threat if
none existed. "(If) it isn't, then

my fear is that we end up with
AIDS victims in hospitals that
nobody will take," Secrest said.
TANSEY DEFERRED to
medical experts who are expected to testify later. "In the
course of conversation on this
particular subject I have been
informed, and this is not expert
advice, that the disease is in the
blood and if the blood is not
being destroyed properly at this
time there is an element of
risk," she said.
Acquired immune deficiency
syndrome is an incurable disease that hinders or destroys the
body's ability to fight infection.

Cherrywood
Health Spa & Tanning Center
8 & High St.
352-9378

II

120 minutes for $25
plus one free visit

Indictment against ex-Reagan aide delayed
WASHINGTON (AP) - A federal judge yesterday temporarily stopped an independent
counsel from seeking an indictment against
one-time Reagan aide Michael Deaver for allegedly lying to a federal grand jury and a congressional committee investigating his lobbying
activities.
U.S. District Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson
said Deaver had raised serious questions about
the 1978 law establishing the office of independent counsel, and the public interest would be

best served by a temporary delay.
Jackson did not immediately set a date for a
further hearing on Deaver's challenge of the
Ethics in Government Act.
Before Deaver's attorneys asked for a temporary restraining order in an emergency, midday court session, independent counsel Whitney
North Seymour Jr. had acknowledged he intended to ask a grand jury for the indictment
later in the day.

Archbishop sought in Italian bank fraud
MILAN, Italy (AP) - Italian authorities have
issued an arrest warrant against Archbishop
Paul Marcinkus, the American who heads the
Vatican bank, in connection with the 1982 collapse of Banco Ambrosiano, a judge investigatingthe case said yesterday.
The judge, who spoke on condition of anonymity, told The Associated Press that the warrant
charges Marcinkus, of Cicero, 111., as "an
accessory to fraudulent bankruptcy" in Italy's
biggest bank failure.

Marcinkus, who has repeatedly denied any
wrongdoing, could not be reached for comment
by the AP, but the Italian news agency AGI
quoted him as saying he knew nothing about any
action taken against him by Milan prosecutors.
The judge said police could not serve the
warrant on the 66-year-old archbishop unless he
leaves Vatican City, which has the status of a
foreign state. Marcinkus lives at the Vatican.
Italy has no extradition treaty with the Vatican.

P&G to team with Chevy in promotion
CINCINNATI (AP) - The Procter & Gamble
Co., which has jointly promoted soap and computers and drills and fabric softeners in the
past, is about to launch its biggest and most
expensive promotion with another firm, featuring free cars and trucks for seven of its top line
products.
"We have been very successful in the past
with joint promotions with other top companies,'' said Teri O'Rorke, P&G spokeswoman,

yesterday.
The latest promotion, called "The Great
American Key Hunt," is jointly sponsored with
the Chevrolet division of General Motors.
"Normally, the other company puts up the
product and we provide the promotion and
advertising on television, radio, newspapers
and magazines," said O'Rorke. PoVG, producer
of cleaning and health products and specialty
foods, is the largest advertiser in the world.

Application For

HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Deadline: Monday, March 2, 1987

th

Introductory Special

News Digest

u

The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500.
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A.. demonstrate
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview
with trie selection committee.
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office
of the Vice President for University Relations, Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m.,
Monday, March 2, 1987.
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about March 30,
1987.
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations.
Mileti Alumni Center.

Wc feature the "Hex" Suntanning
Unit — The Newest European
Suntanning System
Like magic..minutes a day
You'll start & maintain
a Golden Tan come rain or shine

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-10pm
Sat llam-9pm
Sun lpm-9pm

SUNBR6RK 87
DAVTONfl B€fiCH
-MARCH 20-29$

225

+ $25 damage deposit

Includes:
8 endless days & 7 "hot" nights at
TH6 PtflZfl !!
MLHOUETTE ON SHAPE.
I I air. Where drama triumphs! Cot into
new forms, expressing new textures, and revealing
new lines, these styles are decidedly self-assured.
Visit us and discover new Sebastian" products to give
hair stronger shape and added shine. We're waiting
for you!

The Arrangement

t Round trip transportation provided bu
the Shortwau Bus Company of Toledo!
Concerts, parties, side trips, & more !!!

Hair, Skin, and Nail Designers
352-4101
352-4143

181 S. Main
Bowling Green

20% OFF

haircuts & permanent waves with
this ad and stylist Annette
We carry a full line of Sebastian products for retail
I Sebastian Artistic Centers
I Theso)ommatrnak«m«diffw»ce bintm ok and utrooninary.'

SIGN UP TODflV I!
UflO Office, 3rd floor Union -372-2343
There ore only o few spots available, so don't miss out!!
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Second witness
identifies 'Ivan9
Man tells of Treblinka atrocities
JERUSALEM (AP)-"I
saw his eyes, I saw those
murderous eyes," a Treblinka death camp survivor
testified yesterday in naming
John Demjaniuk as the Nazi
guard "Ivan the Terrible."
Demjanjuk smiled and
tried to shake hands with the
witness. But Treblinka survivor Eliyahu Rosenberg, who
had walked across the courtroom for a closer look at the
66-year-old defendant, exBloded in anger, shouting in
ussian: "Terrible. That's
the bandit."
"Ivan the Terrible" was the
name given by prisoners of the
Nazi camp in occupied Poland to
a sadistic guard who operated
the gas chambers in which
850,000 Jews were killed.
Asked by prosecutor Michael Shakea to make an
identification, Rosenberg
said he wanted to see the
defendant's eyes. Demjanjuk
took off his glasses, stood and
whispered to his lawyer
"have him come closer to
me." The whisper was picked
up by Israel army radio's
microphones.
Rosenberg then approached Demjanjuk, who
was sitting on a bench flanked
by police officers and an interpreter. Rosenberg was
head and shoulders shorter
than the heavyset, Ukrainianborn retired U.S. autoworker.
"IVAN, I SAY it unhesitatingly, without the slightest
doubt, it is Ivan of the gas
chambers," said Rosenberg,
a 66-year-old Israeli. "I saw
his eyes, I saw those murderous eyes. How dare you
put out your hand, murderer

that you are?"
Rosenberg staggered back
to the witness stand aided by
the prosecuting attorney, collapsed and cried. Demjaniuk
had no visible reaction to the
outburst.
Dov Levine, who heads the
three-judge panel hearing the
case, admonished Rosenberg
for shouting.
Spectators in the court gasped when Demjanjuk tried to
shake Rosenberg's hand.
Rosenberg's wife, Olah,
shouted from the spectator
section: "How could you offer
him your hand? It's too much.
It's too much for him."
Rosenberg was the second
camp survivor to identify
Demjanjuk as the guard
known as "Ivan the Terrible." Demjanjuk is accused
of being one of the operators
of the gas chambers at Treblinka. If convicted, he could
be executed.
Demjanjuk, who was
stripped of his U.S. citizenship and extradited to
Israel, has denied he was at
Treblinka. His attorneys
maintain the guard Ivan was
slain in a 1943 uprising at
Treblinka and say Demjanjuk is a victim of mistaken
identity.
IN HIS testimony, Rosenberg retracted statements he
made in 1947 and 1961 that the
guard Ivan had been killed in
the 1943 revolt.
Rosenberg, who escaped in
the uprising, said the account
of Ivan's slaying was "a
story, a fiction, a mere boast.
It was a matter of boasting by
people who wished this nad
taken place."

House passes anti-takeover bill
COLUMBUS (AP) - A Senate-passed bill
putting into permanent law a temporary
measure that gives Ohio corporations ammunition to battle hostile takeovers was
passed by the House 94-2 yesterday.
The measure, extending provisions
adopted last year that otherwise would
begin to expire March 1, now goes to Gov.
Richard Celeste.
Celeste was expected to sign the bill at a
ceremony scheduled for 10:30 a.m. today in
the Cabinet Room. The measure contains an
emergency clause that would allow it to take
effect immediately upon the governor's
signature.

IN ADDITION, the measure expands coverage of the law to all publicly traded
companies instead of only those listed on a
national securities exchange.
Rep. Ronald Suster, D-Cleveland, who had
sponsored an identical bill in the House and
presented Ray's measure to the lower
chamber, said several dozen Ohio corporations already had adopted shareholder
rights plans. The bill specifically authorizes
such action.
"It's somewhat landmark legislation, and
I believe it will send a message that we want
to protect our public corporations here in
Ohio," Suster said.

It is the first bill to reach Celeste's desk
during the current legislative session that
began last month.
Sponsored by Sen. Roy Ray, R-Akron, the
measure makes permanent a series of
changes in corporate law adopted last year
on a temporary basis to help Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. In its successful fight against
an unfriendly takeover attempt.
The legislation specifically authorizes corporations to adopt shareholder rights plans,
and makes it easier for corporations to lend
money to employee stock ownership plans.
Both procedures have proven useful in helping withstand hostile takeover attempts.

Bus strike status depends on ruling
COLUMBUS (AP) - Franklin
County Common Pleas Judge
Frederick Williams plans to rule
today on the constitutionality of
ert of the state's collective
reaming law, and his decision
could determine whether Central Ohio Transit Authority
buses continue to roll after 12:01
a.m. tomorrow.
Williams heard arguments
yesterday from COTA lawyers,
who contend a provision in the
state's collective bargaining law
for public employees is unconsti-

tutional because it attempts to
limit the jurisdiction of county
courts.
The 630-member Transport
Workers Union Local 208, which
represents COTA buses and
drivers, has been on strike
against the bus company since
Dec. 9. But members have been
under a back-to-work order
since earlier this month, when
Williams determined the strike
was a threat to public health and
safety.
After Williams initially or-

dered the striking drivers back
to work, the State Employment
Relations Board found the strike
did not constitute a crisis and
that no back-to-work order was
necessary.
The case returned to Williams, who extended his threeday back-to-work order for another 14 days while lawyers for
both sides prepared arguments
about the law's constitutionality. That order expires tomorrow.

BOTH SIDES in the strike
accuse each other of refusing to
negotiate the issues, which include use of part-time help and
subcontractors, as well as
wages.
The company's contract offer
includes provisions allowing
COTA to hire subcontractors
and part-time workers, to reduce paid sick days and to increase penalties for
absenteeism.
Union members say the proposals threaten their job security.

2 feet of snow strikes Southwest
by Associated Press

More than 2 feet of snow shut
down schools and most travel
yesterday in northern Arizona
as a massive storm spread ice
and snow from the Southwest
into the western Dakotas.
A layer of ice briefly closed a
coastal highway south of Los
Angeles, ice made travel hazardous around the casinos of Las
Vegas, Nev., and motorists
needed escorts to drive through

some Southern California mountain passes.
"It seems like it (snow
shut down Arizona to some extent. If you don't have chains
you aren't going anywhere,"
said Alexis Smith, a receptionist
at the Bellemont Truck Center
on Interstate 40 at Bellemont,
Ariz., between Flagstaff and
Williams. She said that area had
32 inches of snow on the ground
by early yesterday.
The storm spread snow from

the Southwest into the western
Dakotas, and winter storm
warnings were posted for parts
of Montana, Colorado, New
Mexico and Arizona, with up to a
foot of additional snow possible
at some higher elevations, the
National Weather Service said.
The high country of northern
Arizona was hardest hit by the
storm. Flagstaff, at an elevation
of about 7,000 feet, had 25 inches
by noon yesterday and Prescott,
to the southwest at around 5,000

feet, had 26 inches. It was the
heaviest snow in the region in
seven years.
SCHOOLS WERE closed in
both cities yesterday and more
snow was forecast.
Officials of Yavapai County,
including Prescott, asked Gov.
Evan Mecham to declare a state
of emergency.
Fairfield Snowbowl, a ski area
in the mountains 10 miles northwest of Flagstaff, got 42 inches
Tuesday.
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'Cinderella' still having a ball
*lfcj Falcons wrap up home season with 84-72 win
by Karl Smith
sports editor

If you see any Bowling Green
basketball players today, they
probably wouldn't mind if you
said hello or shook their hand.
It would probably be fine with
them if you pat them on the
back.
But whatever you do, don't
pinch them. Because if they're
dreaming, they certainly don't
want to wake up just yet.
The Falcons put a Cinderella
ending on their dream-like home
season last night with an 84-72
thrashing of Western Michigan.
The victory, BG's 10th in 13
home games, clinched a thirdplace finish in the Mid-American Conference. Not bad for a
team picked dead last in the
preseason.
"It's great to overcome what
the oddsmaker says," BG guard
Joe Gregory said. "It's not the
team that starts in the polls, it's
the team that finishes in the
standings."
The Falcons couldn't have
dreamt up a better finish.

The Broncos, without star forward Booker James (22.2 ppg,
10.5 rpg), presented BG with a
tight zone, packed with plenty of
heighth and muscle.
WMU coach Vernon Payne
said the formula worked almost
to perfection in the first half.
They started only one true
guard, Frank Booker, and our
guys did a great job following
our game plan and forcing the
Falcons into a jump-shot
game," Payne said.
BG trailed by one at halftime
(34-33). with WMU shooting a
scorching 57.7 percent from the
field, mostly on inside baskets.
WMU's towering lineup outrebounded BG 17-12 in the first half
and the Falcons hit only one-ofsix free throws.
Falcon Jim Larranaga said
the first half was right out of an
old Western.
"The game started out like
two gunslingers shooting at will
and hitting their target," the
rookie mentor said. "We
couldn't stop each other.
"They hit the three-footers
and we hit the 16-footers."
But the free-wheeling jump
shot antics of the Falcon offense

stopped
in the second half.
'fAt half time, I told them that
we have to play like men," Larranaga saia. "They're big and
strong so we had to be quick and
strong."
And they were.

they were wearing orange and
brown.
"We're not worried about who
scores, it doesn't matter," the
senior said. "We try to spread
the ball around. We'd rather outassist each other."

The Falcons shot 66.7 percent
in the second half and held the
Broncos to 49.2 percent. The
Falcons outrebounded the Broncos 19-13. And, more importantly, the Falcons outscored
the Broncos 51-38.

Larranaga also said Booker's
scoring was not the most important factor.
"Frank and Joe did a great
job of distributing the ball," he
said. "The difference in the
game were the assists in traffic.
"We got good shots in the first
half and great shots in the second half*

But Payne said the two teams
played even for 15 minutes in the
second half. Unfortunately for
the Broncos, the half lasted 20
minutes.
Gregory helped start a 14-2
spurt that broke the game open
with 11:39 remaining with two
free throws.
Frank Booker, who finished
his last home contest with a
game-high 24 markers, tallied
on a long bomb from Anthony
Robinson, then went coast-tocoast two minutes later on a
pass from Robinson.
But Booker said who scored
was not important, as long as

The final win may be a perfect
ending to the home season but
don't think the Falcons are ready to pack it in.
The MAC tourney is ahead and
Gregory said the team can't
wait.
"(Other MAC schools) know
now that BG is serious," said
Gregory, who scored 17 points
and had five assists. "We believe we can win and we expect
nothing less than to win it all."
Just don't pinch the Falcons
before then.
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BG News/Rob Upton
Bowling Green guard Frank Booker takes the ball to the bucket in last night's 84
72 pounding of the Western Michigan Broncos in Anderson Arena. Booker, a
senior playing in his last home game, led all scorers with 24 points.
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Motycka leads BG
to 17th straight win
by Jeff McSherry
assislanl sports editor

Last night, Anderson Arena
said "goodbye" to five seniors
on the Bowling Green women's
basketball team.
For BG's Dawn Brown, Stephanie Coe, Wendi Huntley,
Charlene Parrish and Sherrie
Voyles, last night's 8643 victory
over Western Michigan was
their final home game.
Anderson Arena, however,
has not seen the last of the
Falcons' sophomore forward
Jackie Motycka.
Last night, Motycka poured in
32 points to tie the school record
she set last year. And with a
short turnaround jumper in the
lane with 6:18 left in the game,
the Convoy native hit the 1,000point mark for her career.
So what's Motycka's secret to
scoring all of these points?
"Everybody just passed me
the ball," she said. "Sherrie
(Voyles) and Dawn (Brown) did
some of the best passing tonight
you'll see all season."
MOTYCKA OBVIOUSLY does
not keep a pencil and paper
handy to keep track of her statistics. In fact, she said she wasn't
aware of the 1,000 point mark
until someone told her Sunday.
Others, however, are more
than aware of Motycka's abiliites.
"She's the best player in the
conference and she proved that
tonight," WMU head coach Jim
Hess said. "She's a big person
that is very active and that
makes her hard to defend."
Motycka was especially busy
in the second half - she tallied 20
of her 32 points in the final 20
minutes.
She ended up 15-of-21 from the
field and 2-for-2 in free throw
attempts. She also tied for a
game-nigh in rebounds (seven)
with the Broncos' Brenda Goldner.
Her second half outburst
helped the Falcons shoot a
whopping 70 percent from the
field after intermision. This offensive production, along with
WMU connecting on only 34 percent of their field goal attempts,
helped BG overcome a 34-31
deficit at the half.
The Falcons, however, were
FftliSAT
ONLY
$2.00

lucky to be that close.
The game started with WMU
running off 10 consecutive points
to make it 10-0 with less than
three minutes ticked off the
clock. WMU's biggest lead was
27-16 at the 10:04 mark, but the
Broncos scored only seven
points in he next ten minutes.
This allowed the Falcons to tie
the score at 29 and 31 before
WMU took the lead going into
the lockeroom.
DESPITE TRAILING by 11 at
one point, BG did not have a
poor first half offensively. The
Falcons connected on 14 of 29
field goal attempts (48 percent)
while WMU hit on IS of 28 attempts (54 percent).
Offense, however, was far
from the mind of Falcon head
coach Fran Voll.
"At the half, I just told them
we have to play harder," the
third-year coach said.
Ana the Falcons did play
harder. BG quickly took the
lead, 41-39, at the 15:55 mark on
a layup by Motycka. The Falcons then continued to build
their lead until the final buzzer
sounded.
Besides Motycka's 32 points,
BG's Coe had 17 while Brown
added 10 points. Meanwhile,
Voyles chipped in a game-high
10 assists.
WMU was led by Tracy Wells'
18 points and seven assists while
Alletta Miller contributed 13
points and Shannon Pickell tallied 11.
With one game remaining in
the regular season the Falcons
are now 24-2 overall and 15-0 in
the Mid-American Conference.
Last night's win was also BG's
17th straight, the second-longest
winning streak in the nation.
THE FALCONS are also
slowly climbing into the national
polls. After being ranked 30th in
last week's AP poll, the Falcons
have moved up to 28th this week
and have once again received
votes in the USA Today "Top 25
poll".
The Broncos, on the other
hand, have dropped to 17-8 overall and 10-5 in the conference.
The Falcons try to wrap up a
Birfect MAC record when they
avel to Athens this weekend to
take on last year's conference
champion - Ohio University.
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by Andy Woodard
sports reporter

Seniors are always a special part of an athletic team.
Bowling Green senior gymnast Ellen DiCola is no different.
While many seniors are
special by being loud and
vocal in support of their teammates, DiCola remains her
quiet and shy self.
So what makes this senior
so special?

Through her consistent performances, DiCola has led by
example and become an imEDrtant factor in the Falcons'
Dpes of a Mid-American
Conference championship.
"This year she's turned it
around and put it all tofether," BG coach Charles
impson said. "We've improved the little things in her
(routines) and she's showed
that she really wants to do
well."
DiCola's teammate and

ws/Rob Upton

Ellen DiCola

First Impressions Are
Lasting Impressions!
Thai's why ai the Aspen, wo go out of our
way to give you and your guests the very best
food and service possible each time you visit
us. For that all important first date, or that lunch
with a prospective employer, or to show Mom
just how great it is to be at BGSU. the first
impression we provide at the Aspen will
indeed be a lasting one.

ESTEVEZ MOORE
Lovers. Heroes Trouble.
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Senior BG tumbler looks to go out in style

THE

roommate, junior Lisa Shulman, said DiCola's positive
outlook has helped her.
"This year, she's doing a lot
better than I've ever seen her
do before," Shulman said.
"She's going for it all and she
wants to help the team in any
way she can. Her attitude
always reflects this."
WHEN THE year began,
however, things didn't look
good for DiCola. With several
strong freshman coming in.
such as Lisa Hillman ana
Vicki Farrar, and the addition of junior walk-on Kim
Trust, DiCola looked like she
might be relegated to competing in only one or two events
in the meets.
"The beginning was really
frustrating because everyone
was so good," DiCola said. "I
worked hard to get into the
line-up, and I decided whatever happens, happens."
What has happened has
been good.
Last Friday against Western Michigan she tallied her
highest all-around score
(34.9) of the season to finish
fourth. She also had her highest mark on the vault against
the Broncos with an 8.65. In
the other events, her best
scores of the season came
against Ball State when she
posted a 9.3 on the balance
beam, a 9.25 on the floor exercise and an 8.95 on the uneven
bars.
DiCola said Simpson has
helped her improve many of
her routines.
"Coach Simpson has helped
a lot with my beam," the
computer science major said.
"Mv routine was choppy and
had no flow (when I was a
freshman), but he has helped
me with my rhythm so it
flows better.
"In general, he's helped me
with my dance on the floor
and the beam. I haven't
learned many new tricks, I've
just improved my routines."
BUT THINGS haven't always gone so well for DiCola.
As a freshman, the North
Canton native scored consistently above the 34.0 mark in
the all-around competition.
But her sophomore year was

somewhat different.
A strong freshman class
limited her to one or two
events per meet in her second
season. It was this strong
freshman class, however,
along with several key upperclassmen that led to BG's last
MAC title.
"I wasn't into it at all,"
DiCola said. "There was a lot
of pressure on me because of
going all-around my freshman year. I was happy we
won (the MAC), but I wish I
could have contributed more
than I did."
DiCola's junior began with
a bright outlook. She said she
was working harder to be
able to compete in more
events. However, through the
bard work she developed a
back injury which she kept to
herself.
The injury continued to get
worse and eventually she had
to sit out three weeks of practice.
"I was more into it and
wanted to do well (that
!ear)," she said. "When I
Lnally came back after being
out so long, everyone was so
far ahead of me. I ended up
only competing on the bars
and the beam."
BUT ALL of that is behind
her now.
DiCola said she has had two
memorable moments in
gymnstics. The first was
making the Eastern Nationals her junior year in high
school and the other came her
sophomore year at BG when
the team finished third in the
NCAA regionals after being
seeded fifth out of a six teamfield.
"That was very exciting
because we didn't know we
had did that well," she said of
the NCAA finish.
DiCola has not had enough
of the magical moments.
"(Falcon captain) Julia
(Wicks) and I were talking
the other day and we decided
it would be great to win the
MAC (championship) because this is our senior year,"
she said. "That would be a
good way to end my gymnastics career."

CCHA PLAYOFFS!!
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In Honor of Black History Month
Black Student Union Presents

SHIRLEY CHISH0LM
The First Black Woman to be
elected to the Congress of the United States
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Pistons drive Cavs to
15th straight road loss
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) Adrian Dantley scored 26
points and Isiah Thomas sank
a free throw with six seconds
left Wednesday night as Detroit beat Cleveland 106-105,
the Pistons' fifth straight
NBA victory and the Cavaliers' 15th consecutive road
defeat.
A layup by Cleveland's
John Bagley tied the score
105-105 with eight seconds remaining, but he fouled
Thomas in the backcourt two
seconds later. Thomas made
one of his two free throws,
giving Detroit a 106-105 edge.
Cavaliers rookie Ron
Harper, who scored 33 points,
then missed an 18-foot jump
shot with one second left.
Harper gave the Cavaliers
a 100-94 lead with 4:52 to go
with a rebound basket, but

Detroit scored the next seven
points for a 101-100 lead with

Team travels, plays tough schedule, holds annual tournament
by Tempo Blerley

2:04 to play.

reporter

After a Bagley field goal
and two free throws by Dantley, Thomas stole a pass and
was fouled. He converted
both free throws to give the
Pistons a 105-102 lead with 48
seconds left.

Although the Bowling Green Women's
Rugby Club is not well known at the University, the team is widely known by opposing
squads and a highly sought opponent
according to team president, Lisa Birkenberger.
The club has been at BG for six years, but
was out of operation from the fall of 1984 to
the spring of 85. Birkenberger reorganized
the team in 1986 because she enjoyed it and
wanted to make women's rugby popular.
The move has paid off for the president.
"A tough performance and winning attitude are reasons the club is highly regarded
by other teams," vice-president Melanie
Lager said. "We're not scrapping for
games."
Players from other teams verified Lager's claim.
"I think they (BG) are really good sports
and a lot of fun," the University of Michigan's Laura Lothschutlz said. "If they keep
the people they've got, they will continue to
do well."
DESPITE GAINING the respect of its
opponents, the club has yet to gather much
recognition here in Bowling Green.
Lager said BG students do not share in the
enthusiasm because the news travels slowly
by word of mouth.

Thomas and Cleveland
rookie Mark Price were
called for technical fouls after wrestling under the Detroit basket with 5:11 left in
the second quarter.
Thomas, guarding Price,
was hand-checking the Cleveland guard. Price slapped
Thomas' hand away and, moments later, Thomas grabbed
Price and wrestled him to the
floor.
Neither player was ejected
from the game.

Rose ponders return
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) - Cincinnati Reds Manager Pete
Rose is sounding increasingly
less concerned about making
a quick return to the Reds'
player roster.
Rose, who turns 46 on April
14, joined the Reds in August
1984 as the major leagues'
only player-manager at the
time. But during the off-season, he removed nimself from
the 40-man winter roster so
the Reds could protect young
Srespects by placing them on
le roster. Now, he is not
eligible to re-assume player
status until May 15 at the
earliest.
Rose repeated for reporters
his intention to play this season only if he thinks the team

Women ruggers looking for attention

needs him.
"Hopefully, when May 15
comes along, everybody
pinch-hitting and everybody
playing first base will be
doing a good job, and we
won't need me, he said.
Rose took batting practice
for about 15 minutes Tuesday,
after spending the first few
days of training camp acting
managerial and staying out of
the batting cage. He sprayed
line drives around the playing

AUTO SPECIALS
GOOD NOW THRU
SATURDAY,
FEBRUARY, 28,

"Those who hear about it, though, and are
interested seem to seek it out," Lager said.
"Current players do like to talk up the team
and when things are happening.
While some might think women would shy
away from such a rough sport, over 30
participants including five new members,
showed up at the first practice Feb. 5.
What makes a girl want to play rugby?
Senior Linda Schultz said she became
interested in rugby on a dare.
"Someone dared me to go out for the
team, so I did and I liked it, so I stuck with
it," Schultz said. "You've got to admit it's
the most exciting sport there is."
Sophomore Candi Clough said, "I'm just
sport's oriented and I thought it sounded
interesting."
The team played four games during fall
pre-season play. It compiled a 3-1 record.
This semester, however, the team opened
with an 8-0 loss at Hiram. Despite the
setback, Birkenberger keeps a positive attitude.
"We did pretty well. It wasn't just a bunch
of chaos like I thought it would be. The new
players are really catching on quickly," she
said.
BIRKENBERGER AND Lager said team
commitment is important, but added the
players do not let it take precedence over
their studies. Games ana practices are
deliberately scheduled around exams, and

good study habits are encouraged.
"We're pretty academic," Lager said.
"We don't schedule games the weekend
before exams and freshman English proficiencies and you are excused from practice
if you have a test the next day," Lager said.
Birkenberger said the players are anxious
to play.
' They keep asking me when practice and
games will be," she said.
Final decisions on this season's schedule
have not yet been made, but Birkenberger
said there will be six or more games this
springand two Snow Bowl tournaments. The
Snow Bowl consists of several games of nonregular season played in one afternoon.
Birkenberger said the choice of whom to
play is a group decision. Birkenberger gets
a list of possible games and the team votes
on who it wants to play.
Often, the team chooses to play teams
from different states as well as at home
because members like to travel, Birkenberger said. She said the trips allow the
team to spend some extra time together and
get to know each other better.
TEAMMATES CAN play better together if
they know each other well, Birkenberger
said.
The team will hold its first home match,
the sixth annual Snow Bowl, Feb. 28 at 11
a.m. on the field east of the Student Recreation Center.

UTO
WORKS
DISCOUNT AUTO PARTS

field.

"I know I can pinch-hit. I'm
like insurance sitting on the
bench, except I'm not in
Triple-A," he said. "I'll only
put myself in if I can contribute to the team."

American Heart
Association
SAMS (Students Against Multiple Sclerosis)
and MTV present

W&NBSPtf tJt6HT y^\

MAZCH f$The SAMS/MTV Rock-A-Uke is a dress-up, Up sync contest. Dress up as
your favorite rock star, or get a group together! All contestants win
prizes and the winner is eligible for an MTV internship!!! Get psyched for
Rock-A-Uke!

FOR MORE INFO CALL 353-0093
or 353-1373 or STOP-BY OUR SWEATSHIRT SALE IN
UNIVERSITY HALL THIS WEEK

820 S. MAIN
MON-FRI 9:OOam-8

353-0067

SAT 8:30am-6

SUN lOam-5

Classifieds
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

THI SATURDAY AT • PM IN THE NE
COMMONS
PHI KAPPA TAU
In association with Anheuser-Busch Inc
pressnt the NU-TONESI
(and loo of beer, ol course)
ALL PROCEEDS 00 TO THE
WOOD COUNTY SPECIAL OLYMPIC*

•EUNOR ULMAN. ART THERAPIST"
Vr&rtmg BGSU on Fri. Feo 27
at 7 30 p m m Room 204 Fine Am
Al majors are welcome1
'Looking foi tun and lelowantp'''
College Lite
Thursdays al 7 30
3rd floor of Union
«i the Onto Suite
Come aee what the Excitement
is al about
sponsored oy Campus Crusade lor Christ
ATTCWtOHE:
IL CIRCULO ITALIANO
Conversation hour Come practice your rtahan
and meet others who are interested in the Itafcan
Language at Poftyeyes 9 pm. Thursday
BG News meeting lor volunteers-writers and
photographers-every Sunday. 8 pm. 210
West Mall For further information call
372-2603
BOSU GRADUATES DISCUSS SUCCESS
STORIES AT THE WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC. GRADUATE PANEL, MONDAY.
MARCH 2ND AT 7 30 PM IN THE ALUMNI
ROOM. UNION. TIPS ON JOS HUNTING AND
PORTFOLIOS OPEN TO ALL.
National Audition Tour tor Singers-Dancers (also
«tt«*yummy lo> sound and -yhl technicians and
troupe managers) Positions available tor cruise
ships, louring ensembles and theme parks
Coma prepared wth music or cassette, photo
and resume BG Auditions wit be nek) on Friday. Fap 27 2-6 pm at Moore Musical Arts
Center in Rm 2002 For further information.
Contact Motoney Productions P O Box 4234
Auburn Hts Ml 48057 313-373-4410
Test Anxiety Workshop
2t3Moseley
Limited Registration-Cad 372-8840
3 30-4 30 pm Wednesdays
4 00 5 00 pm Thursdays
Speaker Rex Filer, counseling psychologist
Contro*ng Test Anxiety Belo<e It Controls You"

BG News/February 26,1987 12

•-SCOTT PAULCH-Cal ANM S. at 23624
it's her 19th belay'
P S Uke your Valentines day card h-om t»r>
Good Luck ma weekend"
HAPPY SIRTHOAY ANOIIIl
Deb SUM
-

"CHRIS MCDONALD
Congratulations on your engagement to JOE
CONRAO'
LOVE.
Your Gamma Phi Slaters
-CONGRATULATIONS*
Karen Blue. Jane One. and Jackie Jamee lor
your 1987 Fal Rush positions as Rho Chia'"
We're al very proud to have you representing
me greek system Good kick' PI PHI PRIDE
STRIKES AQAINI
-DAVID SHILLINGCONGRATS ON JOS WELL DONE YOU GIVE
A NEW MEANING TO THE WORD MASCOT
WE NEVER KNEW YOU WANTED TO BE
ANONYMOUS WHILE BEING SO OBNOXIOUS
BE HONEST WHO IS YOUR EMPLOYER?"
LOVE YA, 01 S PATTI

Do you have a amoare interest tn serving on a
counts' that la responsible for the present and
future po-ties. procedures an usage of the
moat dynamic fitness fac-rty on campus? N the
answer is yea, than apply for a seat on the Student Recreation Canter Counci Appscations
are available beginning Monday. February 23 m
the mam office of the SHC and must be returned
by Friday. March 6.
Doug.
Why go with the real whan you can go with the
beat? UAO invades Daytone Beach over Spring
Break1 Our Sunbraak won't break your waist-only $22511 rm staying at the Plan, are you??
J.J.
ELAINE GRAY
Congratuattona on your appointment as Panhel
Internal Affairs and Marketing Assistant for this
years rush We are so proud of you*
Love and much TTKE,
The sisters of Gamma PM Beta
Government Homes from St (U repair). Defcnquant tax property
Repossessions
Cal
805-687 6000 Ext QH-Q849 for currant rapo
1st.
Happy 2tst B-dey to someone specie, who
doesn't want anyone to know it's her 8-day
lyes, that's you)
Love ya lots.
Amy

50*4-70* OFF
Jeans N Things 531 Ridge

AMA HAPPY HOURS
Friday. Feb 27 5 00-8 30 al Uptown
Spring Break Bash
AMA 50th Anniversary
ITS HOT'
Musi be an AMA member

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? Concerns' Free pregnancy test, obrectrve Information By appointment or walkm
Cal NOW 354 HOPE

ATTENTION MORTAR BOARD'
MANDATORY IMPORTANT.
IMPORTANT MEETING
ON THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 26'
BE THERE AT 9 15 102 BA

BGSU WOMEN GYMNASTS
Congratulations Kim. Use. Elen and al the other
team members on your exceesnt performances
last weekend We know you can do It again this
Saturday You re the heal'
Your B G G Group-as

PERSONALS
The Most SPIRITED girls on Campus are getting
ready lor kicky 13' We re ready lor A DAY AT
THE RACES"
Love-The Alpha Cl» Ptl Crew

Hang on to your hats, batten
down the hatches Stormy
wearner * on its way"

Hey IvticheelWfiat have you done for me lately? How bout
takn this Nasty Girl on UAO's Sunbraak '87 to
Daytone? Try to control yourself over the price
of $225 Let's NOT wsit awhile to sign up'
See you at the Plaza"
Al my love-Janet
KHXI GRAINGER
You don't know me but I wish you did.
I sea you at Marks Bar al the time
I trunk you are SO HotlMMMtHMIM
II be at Marks tonight
Hope to see you there1
your Secret Admirer

Love. Angela
Lisa, Kartn and Christy
I'm so happy you're my new Alpha Gam
Sisters. You guys are great'
Love, Linda
Live at Potyeyes
Patrick Boyd-Tonight 9-1
Over 80 Import Beors
440 E Court
Live at PotyeyeeGraat Chow-Great Tunas
Sunday. Monday. Tuesday Thursday
440 E Court - 352-9638

February 21 ■ March 1
Drake University
February 21 - March 1
Drake University

LYNNE REDMAN
Don't you know it's aacratgious lo sleep with
Terry? Freddie is going to be offended by the
smess Yeah, yeah, that's it. the smeas
MARY JANE
Congratulations 'or hrtafy being in the red
Love. Sue. Hafte. Peg and Erin

BOSU MOCK TRIAL TEAM

C0UNT1 '

abss

B.O.S. RENTALS

MARY KAY COSMETICS
ALWAYS ON SALE
352 9511

• Apartments
• Houses &
sleeping rooms

RELAX
Spring Break In Florida
At the Hotel Pagoda rJractfy on the Ocean
Room Package Only Si29. Motor Coach Onry
S74 For more kiformahon cal JeH 353 1 94 1
or Frank 354-1089 Sign up to win a (re© trip1
RENE WISE
Almost a sister-in-law and now a
sister'GCorvatuierions on pledojng into Kappa
Deits
Love and A OT
Susan

Yes! We do
allow pets!

To introduce you to our
complete line of counted
cross stitch supplies, we
have a Special Offer—
CRAFT & HOME
Signature Series, Book 1
ONLY 690
Six color graphs & full
instructions: beginner to
advanced designs

\

MARK'S

00

M. Large 1 Item Pizza
In - House Only

Limited Supply Available:

$

5.°° Large 1 Item

Site Jrendi Knot
300 S Warn SI'MI Ifl Bo-ii"o G'sBiGreel Easier" S«0Dr»'"g Center in Toledo

Delivery
\

Call 352-3331 lor Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

I
I
I
I
I
I
J

120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSITONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp in Pooono Mts . PA. Contact: Cayuga.
PO Box 234BQ. Kenaworth. NJ 07033
I201I-2760106

»209 Wllh Tranaportatlon
Fh-a Par Room
ECHO TBAVtL
Irian 352 1075. Jad 154-7511
DELTA SIGMA PI BUSINESS FRATERNITY
Sprinfl la Inl
Sara on ESPRIT. Organically Grown 5 Mora
ET CETERA —113 Railroad si
Opan HI 5 Monday-Saturday
STEVE ADCHPH 1 KRIS MAIER
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR
SK3 EP-KO LAVAUERING
WE ALL KNEW IT WAS INEVITABLE
YOU'RE OUR FAVORITE CHEESEY COUPLE
EAST MERRY CHEESERS.
MICHELLE. MARY. PATTY 5 JENNIFER
SUNBREAK 87
UAO
DAYTONA BEACH
$225
THE PLAZA
inia week'! USO Dlal-A-fllda winner la Patty
Ceyon-ehe has won a traa Rocky Rococo'a
Plrxa and haa baan entered In a yaar-and
drawing tor a traa CD. ptayar, lumlahad by
Hart Audio.

Woman at Communications. Inc Presents
BGSU Graduate Panel
Monday. March 2 - 7 30 PM
Alumni Room. Union
Open lo Al

Delta Upaaon Boxer Rebeton '871
Whal the world is coming lo1 (or al leaat the
prMaaoodl

'LAST CALL FOR SHANKLIN ABSTRACTS'
Al entries lor the Shanklm Research Compel'
hon sponsored by GSS are due m the GSS office by 4 p.m February 27
1 or 2 non-smoking females to share large apt
Fal 1067 and Spring 1986 Cal 354-7803
1 RESPONSIBLE TRUSTWORTHY I COM
PATIBLE PERSON TO SHARE HOUSE FOR
YEAR '87-88 OWN ROOM. VERY CLOSE TO
CAMPUS FOR St25 PER MO PLUS
UTILITIES CALL CHRIS 2-1820 OR MOLLY
24865
Christian Male Roommale Wanted $135 a
month plus halt unities Contact Sam alter 3:00
pm 353-1803
COME PARTY WITH USI Female roomie needad lor 87-68 lo avo m 4m Street apartment Cal
us now' 353-3715
Need 3 lemale roommates fal '87 Low rent
Close lo campus Cal Jil 353-0780
Needed one female, non smoking roommate lo
share a 2-bedroom apartment vary close to
campua Fry more ailormation. please cal
Becky at 2 6088
Nonsmoking Female Needed lo share apartmentwith two seniors 3rd Street Fal 5 Spring
87-68 phone 372 8405

WANTED ROOMMATES FOR THE SUMMER'
1 OR 2 FUNLOVING GIRLS FOR ENTIRE SUMMER OR AFTER JUNE 22 CALL SOON'
353 33?0OR 353 0773
WANTED Sales personnel lor a local basebal
ream Cal 353-2603 in tha eveninga and ask
lor John

A COMMUNITY FRIEND
VOLUNTEER
A Community Friend provides emotional sop
port, friendsrap. A independent Ivmg skats training lor an adult who haa experienced emotional
or mental Olthcufhes It you wish to share your
ska* I talents for 1 hr par week cal Cindy
I'ngeboaa at 352 9459 before March 6.
CAMP COUNSELOR POSITIONS AT YMCA
STORER CAMPS ON STONY LAKE NEAR
JACKSON. MICHIGAN CO-ED. AGES 7-17.
UNIQUE PROGRAMS HORSES. AQUATICS.
SAIUNG. WILDERNESS ADVENTURE. INTERNATIONAL EMPHASIS FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT CAROL QUINN.
PHONE: 372-5469
Company seeks part-time BdMouale with acoaaa to IBM compatible PC lor rvhome mailing
1st work Cal 1 -600-282 2343
Counselors CAMP WAYNE, co-ed children s
camp, Northeastern Pennsylvania, offering a
spaHed. supportive atmosphere for personal
growth General and specialty counselors needed for: Swimming. Sa*ng. Water-SUng. Tanraa,
Gymnastics. Team Sports. Sen-Defense Fine
Aria, Guitar. Drama, Piano. Dance. Ceramics
Photography. Nature, Nurse. Group Leaders
(20-). Other jobs available On Campus Interviews. Tuesday. March 10th. 10-3 PM. Grand
Bahoom ol University Union For further info
write 12 AJavard St. Lido Beach. NY. 11661.
or cal 516-689-3217
EARN A FREE TRIP lo Ft LauderrJeM and commission on every trip sale' Be our campus
'epreeentattve Cal Judy at Lauderdato Peach
Hotel 1 (8001-327 7600
HAVE A SPECIAL SKILL' WORK WELL WITH
CHILDREN? CONSIDER VILLAGE SUPERVISORS. WATERFRONT STAFF. (WSI
BOATING) OUTDOOR EDUCATION. CAMP
CRAFTS. DRAMA, COUNSELOR. SPORTS
CALL OR WMTE FOR AN APPLICATION
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER CAMP WISE.
3506 MAYFIELD ROAD. CLEVELAND
HEIGHTS. OHIO. 44116 (216)382-4000.
EXT 267
Help Wanted Energetic, fun-loving people lor
bartender & floor waiter positions al Buttons
Ntghtclub Apply after 8 00 pm.
Mid-Am ewtmming A diving champlonahipa-HELP NEEDED March 5. 6 1 7 Cal Student
Rec Catner. 372-7476. ask tor Tim Stubbs.
Meet Dk , or leave message
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer, yr round Europe.
S Amar. Auatrala. Asa Al fields $900-2000
mo Sightseeing. Free info Write UC. PO Bx
52 OH3 Csrona Del Mar. CA 92625
Part time Bartender Wanted lor evenings and
weekends Apply 2-4 daily. 200 Campbel Hi!
RVJ , EeVe CUB. 326-2149

'J Aiu> £/<uv to J&*'

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. Wooster
353-3281
and

Private Pool For Your Enjoyment
Call now for our special low summer rates.

(419)354-3533

The Wash House
248 N. Main
354-1559
-Since 1980-

FOR RENT

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments
For 3-4 students
Office hours 10 a m -3 p m
Located 316 E Marry. No 3
For more Info or appointment

Phone 362-7365 anytime
AJao summer rentals

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment of many apta. and duplexes
lor summer 6 fall rental>
CALL NOW for choice apta.
154-22(0
Office located at 319 E. Wooster

Georgetown Manor
800 Third SI
Two-bedroom futy furnished apis .
now renting for 1987-88 and Summer
1987. Free heat, water, and sewer
Reasonable terms A lew openings
at 824 Sixth St also Cal
352-4966 (between 4 p m and 10 p m I

1 ft 2 bedroom furnished apta for summer &
1987-88 school year
S « V Rentals
352-7464
l bedroom house and 1 bedroom apt. lor summer 1987 and 1987-88 school year.
1-267-3341
2 haxtiwum. rum. 4 untum, apta. tor summer
and fall. Heat i ek- conditioning Included.
Call Dannie Marten at 352-3445. One apart
ment available now.
4 lemales needed to sublease house lor the
summer 6 bedrooms, very dose 10 campus
$450 par parson, but waSng lo negotiate H in
tereated please cal 372 3878 or 352-3059
5 students to form (itenttonel Christian community wllh emphasis on social ajettce UCF
house next lo campus Begin mid-Augual Call
352-7534 days
501 -403 FIFTH STREET
2 bedroom apartments
Free heat, water, sewer. 6 cable
call Newtove Dentate

Hum

SALES MANAGER
NEED PERSON WITH ENERGETIC PER
SONAUTY AND AMBITION TO MAKE SS$S
AM 680 WFAL IS LOOKING FOR A PERSON
EXPERIENCED M THE ART OF SELLING TO
HEAD SALES STAFF COMMISSION PLUS INCENTIVES SEND RESUME AND COVER LETTERS TO MICHAEL COONEY. GENERAL
MANAGER. AM 680 WFAL. 121 WEST HALL
BY FRIOAY MARCH 6

BUFF APARTMENTS RENTING FOR FALLSPRING D7-66 AND SUMMER 67. Completely
lurniehed 2 bedroom apertmenle. All uliutlea
paid except tor electric Rant Is $530 par
inunlh I month lease. $475 par montn-12
month kaaso. For the summer, rent la $500
par apartment. Call Tim al 3S2-71B2 or atop al
1470 Clough St, Apt. F-3

Somewhere and something different for Summar Employment9 Work on the downtown
ehorelne of Keeeys Island at tha CASINO' Live
entertainment 7 days a week Needed are
bartenders, waiters waitresses and cooks Apply lo PO 26. Kalays Island. OH 43436 c-o
Tomumch 419-746-2323 Good pay
Tele-Marketing 5 30-8 pm 54 00 an hour
Experience required Others need not apply
Reply. P O Box 695. BG. OH 43402

FOR SALE
'•7 OLDS CUTLASS 4 DOOR. RUNS GOOD
GOOD IN-TOWN CAR MUST SELL BEST OFFEH CALL 353 0470
79 VW Bus. 9 passenger. exceWnl cc«idlllon
Greal lor Spring Break' FREE, gas 10 Florida
352-5953 altar 5:00
2 Pr. Men's Ski Boots. Sire 9 1-2
353-6912

Cal

Your lungs arc an incredible
piece of equipment. Bui
thev Ye also incrcdibh
delicate. E\cr\ time sou
smoke, you damage sour
lungs. Pufl'after putf. das
after das. sour lungs get
vvcakcrand weaker until
linails, they're useless. Like a
flat football. Don't let that
happen lo sour precious

152-5620

Clean 2 bedroom apt close to campus $260
per month - utl Open 6-1-67
Clean 1 bedroom apt $200 per month - uN
Opan 5-1-67.
Cal after 8 pm 354-1079
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Nan to Aspen Wins RMtauram
2 bdrm—turn. $ unfum
Cat Tom 362-4873 days
352-1800 eves
Four bedroom house avaasble Fal 1987 Hal
block from campus by Offenhauer Towers.
$620 par. month 12 month lease Cal
1-874-7674 after 6 pm
House dose to University. 3 bedrooms
Commencing May 1 at
353-8491
Houeee $ Apta doss to campua for Summer
1987 and 1987-88 school year 1 -267-3341
Quasi, spactous. 1 bedroom apartment on Clay
SI for summer sublease FREE UTILITIES, rani
negotiable-muet sublease Cal 353-5015
eveninga
Rooms--Mala, senior or grad , kitchen private
entrance, parking Summer or 87-88 school
year 3 blocks from university 352-7238
Steve Smith Apartment Rentals-Houses and
Duplexes for 1967 68 school year 352 8917
Sublease 1 bedroom apartment for Summer 67
Air condttoned and does to campua. Cal
353-0223
Two bedroom, furrashed apartments lor the
87 88 school year 352-2663
Upstairs apt in house for summer only 2
bedroom with Irving room, kitchen and
bathroom Sat up for four people Lower summer rate ol $90-month per person Cal
362-2932

_/,„ Mfaf

TAKE CARE OF YOUR
LUNGS.
THEYRE ONLY HUMAN.
AMERICAN I

BIGGER TO SERVE
YOU BETTER-NOW
2 LOCATIONS

Your Choice $26
1 roeaway bad & mattresa. 1 double bad frame
a bookcase headboard. 1 sat double mattress
1 box apringe; 1 twin bed frame 6 headboard
Cal 352 6603 after 5

•10415 FOURTH STREET
1 bedroom, lumlahad apta.
Fre* heal water, 6 aawar
call Newlove Rentals

Don't play games with
your lungs.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

VW Bug For Sale
S600 ot best offer
Contact Lisa. 352-01 79

Responsible, pleasant senior or graduate student (Fe) lo ave with cheerful, alert elderty
woman. Summer A or Fal & Winter terms
1987-68 Room, partial board, small stipend In
exchange lor rranenej duties Cal 362-7943
blwn 8-10 pm

'""^

VILLAGE GREEN

LG 8-drawer dreaaar with lg minor Like new
J200 669-4335 altar 6.

HELP WANTED

BECOME
1228 With Tranaportatlon
Quad Occupancy

WANTED 2 females lo sublease lor summer
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments
Cal 353 1406

STTTCM

353-1336

11M Wltnout Tranepotlatlon
Quad Occupancy

WANTED

LAURA SHORT
Happy 21stB-Day
No more coolers at J T '§-•
It's time for blender parties1
Get ready lor tonigM'

Fdhar cassette deck-Odby. Necklace, soft
touch controal. S65 or offer- I need to sel ths
quick 352-2939

Wanted Umplree lor Summer
Contact Rob wan 352-1021

Babysitter needed mmed lor 2 yr old Mustbe
vary dependable I reaporatlk) 10am-4pm
weekdeye. In my home-Sladium view Apta Cal
352-2096 batora 6pm

'Everyone Likes a Good Duck'

DCS MOINES. IOWA
DES MOINES, IOWA
OES MOINES, IOWA

Discover the Fun of
Counted Cross Stitch!

55ai MEAKiii

Whal would you do
If a Kappa had a Krush on you7
Kappa Kruah-

BGSU MOCK TRIAL TEAM

March 7, 1987

Sharon Diamond.
You am dedmtefy a 'dam''
Parian* Plaid was loads ol tun Wa'ra lual a
couple ol Dencm Fools'
Tha ttuanwWIn

Typing and Word Processing Servtcae and
Resumes Thesis arxf dissertations AtoZData
across trom UNman'a. 352-5042

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELLEN ROSSI11 >
You're the sweetest thing
smce cotton candy1
Have a great weekend*
Love. The Original' Brad Barr

AH Winte' Merchandise

LOST: LONG. BLACK. WOOL COAT AT UPTOWN ON WED. NIGHT 2-18. PLEASE CONTACT MJCHELE AT 352-2895 NO ? S ASKED!

Hay Delta Zatas

OAN O CONNELL
Thenfca tor a fun tana at Perfectly PWd. and
thanks for being euch a great friend, Oano1
Love, Anna

2nd ANNUAL PIKEFEST
Ap"l 2b 1987
3 00 1 00 AM
800 HIGH ST
PIKE HOUSE

Looking tor my Week, wool Forenra coat with
npoed nght pocket Lost or switched at Mark s.
Wednesday. Feb 18th I have yours' Cal Chen
353-3715

SAEBowlera
Congratulation a on your eweep over lha
Piles on Mondayl Ooodluc* nut week on
your purauH ol lha champtonahlp!
Yooc No. I Fan

DAYTONA WACHIII

•••KOREYKERSCHEJV
Congratulations on your acceptance Into
Georgetown a Law School" We're so proud ol
you!"
Love,
Your Alpha XI Siaten

Found-bate out front of West Offenhauer Cal
372-6250 to identify

Wordprocessmg-typing done, free disk
storage, cal Sue .n Maumee 893-4186

Congralulattona to Blake CuahnM and Amy
Pteeen on the* recent Theta Chi Delta Zeta
encasement Beat ot Luck to both of you.
The Brothers of Theta Chi

• - * XI DO CHILL ■

LOST & FOUND

WOMEN'S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo
Offering
gynecological services 4 pregnancy termination
by hcensed physician including prenatal
obetetnes pregnancy testing Pap test (tor cervical cancer). VO screerwng. btrth control into
Tubal Legation, termmatior of pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates lor students i
By appointment 1-241-2471

Cono/ahiationa to the Alpha XI Rho Chi s
KJmChto
TrwrySeMno
AmyWash
We know youT do a great fob1
Love,
your stater8

LUNG ASSOCIATION
'"» O- »"■*» Vr» *ooi» •

VP*. ..-1' H.I..II- lh» pHhilVl l\ 4 »"il. WltHt

by Art Priee

OBNOXIOUS AL
NOuJ L'SrfN If HE BOY,
i Sec TWO THIH6S,
Vfeu /IfVO * OrlAVT,
W HdT DO YfcHJ SflV.BoV?

ILL SHOOJ VOU WrV/fT
I THINK OF THIS tMft.

